Language is a culture's crown witness. It reflects the changeability of culture in a totally incorruptible way; events important for society will always leave their mark on it. With regards to important events, once we agree that revolutions of any kind are very important for any society, we also agree that the same revolutions will influence the language of that society.
This review paper seeks to present and comment on a report based on research undertaken in Poland in 1990 and repeated ten years later. The aim of the two-stage research project was to establish the influence the new social and political situation had on the language and "axiological consciousness" of the young generation of Poles during the revolutionary decade of 1990 to 2000. The research focused on the ways in which young people understand words denoting (most of all) values, then social life and politics. This is how Jerzy Bartmiński (2006) , editor and co-writer of the report outlined the background of the research in the introduction:
Values are the very core of any culture. They set human aspirations and emotions alive and motivate activity. Values, the way they are understood and their role in life, change over time. There is a widespread belief that we are living in a time of deep crisis or even a collapse of values. The crisis has been caused by the end of communism in Central and Eastern Europe, whereby the right to freedom of choice in choosing values and proclaiming beliefs was regained. These changes are responsible for the collapse of traditional values, which for many years were accepted as obligatory in public communication and all spheres of personal life. Several public discourses, different from the values that were declared and actually practiced, appeared in Poland after 1989. [...] Therefore the questions being asked are: has there been a collapse in values, or in their pursuit? Is there a disintegration of the axiological system or is it simply being reconstructed? Are there conflicts or is there maybe only an inner differentiation and an internal repositioning of dialogic culture? We tried to answer these questions empirically (pp. 8-9).
The research was conducted at a time of great change in all social dimensions; the first stage occurred during the revolutionary atmosphere of 1990; the second in 2000, when the transformation into a Western-style liberal democratic system had in some way advanced. HUMAN AFFAIRS 21, 326-329, 2011 DOI: 10.2478 No wonder the research itself reflected the turbulent character of the situation under study; it was not easy and there were a few dramatic shifts too. This "research story" will be familiar to many scientists living in post-communist countries; they will not be surprised to discover that, for instance, there was a break for a few years between both stages caused simply by a lack of funds. The following section is devoted to the process of selecting which words to work with. It consisted of two surveys (judgment sampling and a sociological survey involving 500 informants) and some analyses (including analyses on selected texts of a humanistic nature). Readers familiar with compiling any kind of dictionary will understand and appreciate Bartmiński's note on the arduous and laborious process of choosing and reducing the number of words: "From today's point of view, the very possibility of a closed and absolute list seems to be doubtful, and maybe even not so important for the whole project (2006, 12) ." In any event, the list was finally compiled and consists of 100 words grouped thematically in six main thematic ranges: 1. names of activities, stages, approaches, values and aims, e.g. demokracja -democracy, komunizm -communism, sumienie -conscience, praca -work, odpowiedzialność -responsibility; 2. The names of communities for which some values are in some way obligatory, e.g. rodzina -family, społeczeństwo -society, proletariat -the proletariat; 3. The names of the members of those communities, e.g. matka -mother, brat -brother, robotnik -worker, stoczniowiec -shipyard worker, milicjant/policjant -policeman, Ślązak -a Silesian, warszawiak -a Varsovian, obywatel -citizen, Czech -a Czech, Europejczyk -a European; 4. the names of institutions (and the people working there) that implement specific aims and values, e.g. państwo -the state, urzędnik -clerk/ official, wojsko -army, kapitalista -a capitalist; 5. The names of the places we use to locate ourselves on a mental map, e.g. Polska -Poland, Europa -Europe, Wschód -East, Zachód -West, ojczyzna -motherland, dom -home, Wisła -Wisla; 6. the names of things regarded as symbols: chleb -bread, krzyż -crucifix.
The questionnaire used in both the research stages consisted of one open question: Co według ciebie stanowi o istocie prawdziwego X? -what in your opinion is the essence of the real X? There was no word limit for answers except that of space in the questionnaire (approx. three lines of text). Two thousand respondents took part in the research and each of them wrote answers for ten of the selected words. Two hundred answers were collected for every hundred words approximately; a hundred in 1990 and a hundred in 2000. The surveys focused strictly on students of the universities in Lublin (the ninth biggest Polish city with approximately 350 000 residents; this number does not include a large population of nonresident students). Information on the participants' "origins"-the actual numbers of men/ women from specific departments/faculties/universities (which is found in the next chapter) describes the process of the research in a detailed way. It also throws more light on the data processes of the research and ends with an explanation of the structure of the final outcome for each and every word. A chapter focusing on the statistical significance of the differences obtained concludes the "theoretical" part of the report. The detailed results for each of the hundred examined words in the next section constitutes most of the book.
Going back to the question regarding the origin of the research, the purpose was to examine the impact of the turbulent socio-political situation on the way the young generation understands words denoting (mainly) values, including verification of antagonistic suppositions about the condition of values. So what is the situation regarding actual values?-are they understood in the same way or has it changed under the influence of deep changes across all social dimensions?
Since it is a fundamental question in the research, the report devotes a brief (eight page) analysis to answering it. Briefly, the answers collected in both stages were examined and then divided into 14 groups according to the way in which they were understood had changed. Just to satisfy the reader's curiosity, some "catchword-type", "big" words denoting mainly values, e.g. wolność -freedom, niepodległość -independence, demokracja -democracy, solidarność -solidarity, sprawiedliwość -righteousness, had changed slightly, only in peripheral areas of their meaning. Also człowiek -man/human retained its original characteristics, among them the most important is-as mentioned in the title of this review-that a real human being has to help others. But e.g. równość -equality, pokój -peace changed in the very core of their meanings. For example pokój no longer signifies political and military "absence of war" or "good international relationships" as it did in 1990, but rather in 2000 it has become a social and psychological notion, expressing "good relationships between people, based on cooperation and tolerance".
The whole report is clearly structured, with the exception of the largest section showing the detailed results for each word, which consists of three shorter chapters providing necessary information about the research process and data collection and interpretation methods. These chapters also offer a concise comparison of the data gained in both stages but with limited commentary. I believe this is an appropriate way to write a report; it provides the reader with all the necessary information about the research itself, yet retains the central focus for the actual results-without unnecessary analysis and comment, it leaves the reader space for his/her own thoughts and conclusions. The only additional information that some readers from other parts of the world might lack is that concerning the political background of the research-but this cannot be seen as an oversight by the author since the review is written in Polish and primarily for a Polish audience. It is a pity though that the report does not provide non-Polish speakers with at least a summary in English.
Incidentally, who-apart from a linguist-would be interested in browsing through more than 600 pages of respondent's thoughts on a hundred "serious sounding" words? I believe that almost everybody would. Here we see how the statement about the central position of language in culture and society is justified. Even the actual "tool" of the research-the list of a hundred words representing the canon of values in Polish culture-might well be of interest to anybody interested in culture: anthropologists, sociologists and historians, at the very least. For individuals such as these and psychologists and political scientists, information about the way the young generation understands the major concepts relating to the society they live in and how people's understanding changes over time is crucial. Detailed information on the methodological nature (including e.g. justification of the use of the word prawdziwy -real in a research question) can inspire anyone who plans to conduct similar research. Finally, I should mention that anyone related to the area of EU-studies, or who works with national stereotypes will be interested in reactions to the names of specific nationalities and words like Europejczyk -European or kosmopolityzm -cosmopolitism.
This, however, does not mean the report is useful for scientists alone. If I were a copywriter or advisor to a politician, I would be very grateful for the opportunity to check if the "big" words I use in slogans still have the same meaning, especially if I was born into a generation before that which was examined (otherwise I would not know, for example, how words as popular as praca -work or even Polska -Poland are understood and how much that has changed). For that purpose, an alphabetic list of the notions examined, which can be found at the very end, is a practical guide.
It will probably sound strange, but another, potentially the biggest, group of satisfied users of this report is likely to be Polish people. I make this statement having long experience of working with respondent's answers, shorter or longer statements, collected in various types of research, from psychological case studies to international research focused on national stereotypes and so on. It always amazes me how posts by "real people" strongly interest almost everyone who has the opportunity to read them; many of my colleagues agree that their husbands, wives and friends treat freshly-collected respondents' statements as attractive literature and a stimulus for discussion. Based on that I am convinced that a book based on original statements-and showing how they have changed over time could be of interest and not only to scientists. In my opinion, for that reason the findings of such research could be called not cross-and not even post-disciplinary, but simply "above-disciplinary".
There is a custom of concluding research reviews by expressing the hope that they will continue. Fortunately, there is no need to express this hope here, as the third stage of research took place in 2010 (the same location and conditions) and the data collected are currently being processed. It will provide information on the latest understanding of crucial notions in Poland, and draw conclusions on changes in the way they are understood. These conclusions will be more substantially based on data from three stages covering a 20 year time-period. Since the issues were considered important enough, an international project called EUROJOS has been launched, which aims to examine the way major notions are understood in various languages (including Slovak and Czech).
1 This confirms that languages and the way they change are of great importance in contemporary multicultural society; thus reports like Język Wartości Polityka will continue to be of high value.
